
Pedagogy 
 
 

Growth Mindset  

“Mistakes are good; struggle makes you smarter.” We learn from our mistakes, and we get better 
through hard work. “Hard work beats talent, when talent doesn’t work hard.”  

Random vs Blocked  

The drills that have the best transfer from practice to games are those that are more game-like. These 
“random” drills may look, at first glance, as if we are just playing games or scrimmaging, but know that 
there is a purpose to every drill, and we are working on skills that will help us be successful on the court 
in competition. These game-like scenarios are proven to have more transfer to actual games.  

Developing the Athlete  

We wish to develop every athlete that comes through our gym. Development comes more from 
practice, and is exemplified in game play. We will spend a considerable amount of each practice working 
on fundamental skills to help develop each athlete into being a well-rounded volleyball player. We hope 
to stretch our athletes out of their comfort zone, and have them get better every practice.  

Developing the Program  

We wish to develop an entire program to ensure long-lasting success. Success for Estrella Foothills High 
School’s Boys Volleyball program long after the current athletes and coaches have moved on. We hope 
to accomplish this through building a long-lasting culture. We hope to do this through creating success 
in this program early. We hope to do this through developing not as separate teams, but as an entire 
program. We view the Varsity, JV, and eventual JVB squads as one deep roster. If an athlete develops to 
a varsity level, and is ready to help our varsity be successful in competition, then we will use that athlete 
at the appropriate time. We are not separate teams, but one program looking to have success for years 
to come.  

Straight-Line Serve Receive, Move in Angles  

We use a straight-line serve receive, and move in angles to help ensure our athletes cover the entire 
court, but don’t run into each other. We coach our athletes the correct positioning, the correct 
communication, and the correct form, and do this with the straight-line approach.  

Perimeter Defense  

“The most common defensive set-up is called a ‘perimeter defense’. This 2-0-4 system has two blockers, 
no player behind the block and four defenders where they themselves along the perimeter of the court, 
with one foot on the line. In this formation players are always ready to move into the center. This way 
players know when balls are out; and their movements are directed into the 
court.” https://sphvballteam.weebly.com/perimeters-defense.html  
GMS  

Although our philosophy and pedagogy in our gym is not exactly like that found in every GMS gym, it is 
familiar enough that you would recognize us as a Gold Medal Squared program.  
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